FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
R&D Molders, INC. polycarbonate blow molding solution procures enhanced medical
bottle for global biotech company.
Mission critical dimensions and tolerances met by R&D Molders, INC in less then 7days …..
Austin, TX, January, 2008- Today, R&D Molders, INC. announces it procures a mission critical
polycarbonate medical bottle solution in less than 7 days. “We had been to numerous blow
molding operations in the United States and Germany that were unable to adhere to our strict
dimensions and tolerances for our product before we found R&D Molders. R&D worked
diligently around the clock to provide us perfect working samples in just under a week.” Quoted
the client.
“We undertake all of our projects with the same high energy and tenacity as this one, but this
medical bottle product not only lessons the pain a patient incurs, it also significantly reduces
their stay in the hospital. A project like this is personally satisfying since our solution is directly
responsible for improving the quality of life for a wide range of hospital patients, but I can’t take
all the credit myself.” Continues Greg Brown II, Chief Business Development Officer. “I could
not make this happen without my tremendous team of blow molding specialists and our state of
the art Bekum equipment. We pride ourselves on accomplishing details in the molding industry
that others say cannot be done.”
The emphasis of meeting mission critical dimensions and tolerances for this polycarbonate
medical bottle are mainly due in part to its end use. The bottle is used in many applications to
drain the chest and abdomen cavity from fluids in patients and is a key product for this
international biotech company. R&D Molders quest for perfection and an expeditious turn time
was able to provide yet another cutting edge solution in the blow molding arena.
To obtain more information on how R&D’s solutions can reward your company please contact:
Greg Brown II at 512.385.5761or gregbrown2@rdmolders.com.
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